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AUSTIN LUCAS RECRUITS GLOSSARY AS BACKING BAND FOR NEW ALBUM. 

 

“On Stay Reckless, Austin takes his natural skills of observation, empathy and poetry (that 

were so well displayed on his earlier Somebody Loves You album) and kicks them into full 

gear Rock & Roll with the help of a few friends and one of the best Rock & Roll bands in the 

U.S. right now: Glossary. With their help, Stay Reckless is more expansive than anything he's 

done before without losing any of the passion, wit or insight Austin has always possessed.” – 

Ben Nichols of Lucero 

 

LOS ANGELES, CA  – A record as diverse as his musical background, Austin Lucas’ 

forthcoming full-length album, Stay Reckless, due August 27 on New West Records (Steve 

Earle, Patty Griffin, The Whigs) fuses elements of alt-country, classic rock, folk, punk, indie 

rock and bluegrass into a unique brand of Americana. Lucas’ alt-country croon is on full 

display on the stand out track “Alone In Memphis” premiering over at Paste, which 

declared: “Lucas has a background in punk, but his voice is comparative to many of the 

country and western greats, and his appeal spans far beyond genre lines.” Lucas’ more 

aggressive, punk-influenced side, albeit with a twang, is showcased on “So Much More 

Than Lonely,” premiering over at Alternative Press. 

 

The 11-track album is his fifth solo LP overall but first for New West Records. His longtime 

friends, alt-country rockers Glossary (featuring Joey Knieser on guitars, piano and organ, 

Eric Giles on drums, Bingham Barnes on bass, Kelly Knieser on backing vocals and Todd 

Beene of Lucero on pedal steel, guitars and percussion), were recruited after the crew toured 

together and forged an undeniable chemistry on stage that begged to be captured in the studio. 

Producer Mark Nevers, best known for his work with Caitlin Rose, Lambchop and Bonnie 

Prince Billy, was enlisted for his similar background that included a punk rock past and a 

country and rock present, which the two bonded over immediately. 

 

The album was co-produced by Lucas and recorded in December 2012 at Nevers’ Beech 

House studio in Nashville, the city that Lucas currently calls home. Stay Reckless is just the 

next step in the exciting evolution of this talented singer and songsmith. The album is a 

confident statement from a musician that has been at his craft for more than a decade, 

honing his skills on the road and strengthening his songwriting with each release. Written 

while in the throes of a divorce, the album is easily his most personal but it’s far from a 

typical break up record; much of it is about him coming to terms with being single again and 

doesn’t always paint himself in a positive light. 

 

Lucas’ influences span the gamut from George Strait and Waylon Jennings to Thin Lizzy 

and the Buzzcocks and it’s readily apparent on the album. Tracks such as album opener “Let 

Me In,” “Alone In Memphis” and the titular “Stay Reckless” are rollicking rock songs, 

while Lucas’ country side is showcased on the ambling “Four Wheels” and “Gift and a 

Gamble” and his deft bluegrass fingerpicking on the heartbreaking closer “Splinters.” 

Whether he’s singing over gently strummed acoustic guitars or feedback-filled power chords, 

Lucas’ beautiful, classically trained voice and barroom confessional lyrics, soar above and hit 

you right in the heart and jugular. 

 

Lucas was raised in the backwoods of Monroe County, Indiana, and born into a folk and 



bluegrass lineage. The product of a musical family, Lucas started singing at a young age and 

honed his vocal control as a member of the nationally acclaimed Indiana University 

Children's Choir where he sang in a variety of operas among other things. In his teen years he 

played in a slew of punk bands and over the next decade became a fixture in the crust punk 

(metal-influenced punk) and hardcore scenes both in the U.S. and Prague where he lived for 

five years. 

 

After realizing the damage he was doing to his voice by screaming, Lucas traded the brute 

force of punk and metal for melody and returned to his Americana roots. He started writing 

songs on an acoustic guitar that were in the vein of the classic country, folk and bluegrass that 

he had been raised on. Lucas had found respite for his ringing ears in the delicacy of 

traditional song craft. 

 

In addition to a handful of acclaimed solo albums, Lucas has released split singles with Frank 

Turner and Cory Branan (who guests on this album, adding lead guitar on “Small Town 

Heart” and organ on “Alone In Memphis”) as well a full-length album titled Bristle Ridge 

with Chuck Ragan from Hot Water Music. Ragan helped propel Lucas into the spotlight 

with a series of releases and a headline slot on his Revival Tour. “I've had the honor and 

privilege to write, record, tour as well as admire from the side lines all the talents of Austin 

Lucas for quite some time,” Ragan exclaims. “You'd be hard pressed to find such a versatile 

and imaginable artist anywhere else. His immense vocal range and precise playing ability is a 

testament of his own discipline within the craft of songwriting.” 

 

Lucas has built up an impressive fan base with a touring regimen that keeps him on the road 

nearly 10 months out of the year. He has toured the globe extensively… playing headline 

tours, support slots, festivals and house shows alike. One of his proudest accomplishments is 

singing with his hero Willie Nelson when he was on Willie's Country Throwdown Tour in 

2011. This week Austin kicked off a run on the Warped Tour where he is performing on the 

Acoustic Basement stage. A full band tour will follow in the fall. 
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